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ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DIRECTION 
AND COLLINEARITY FACTORS 
IN DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 

BY 

R. P. GUPTA AND R. D. GUPTA 

1. Introduction. If the samples of sizes nv n2,... 9 na+1 are available from 
(q+l) normal populations with different mean vectors jua, oc=l, 2, . . . , q+l and 
the same covariance matrix 2 and if x'=(xl9 x 2 , . . . , xp) denotes the vector ofp 
variâtes on which the measurements are made, then we obtain the following multi
variate analysis of variance table. 

Source 

p Xp matrices of sums of 
squares and sums of products 

degrees of freedom (d.f.) (S.S. and S.P.) 

Between groups 
Within groups 

1 
n-q Wx 

Total «l+«2 + +«0+1—1 = « Bm+Wm 

We are interested in testing whether t hypothetical discriminant functions Tx, 
T txp and of rank t<p, are adequate for discrimination among q+l groups. 
The hypothesis of goodness of fit of Tx consists of two aspects, (i) collinearity part, 
i.e., whether t functions Tx are adequate at all, and (ii) direction part, i.e., 
whether the vectors of T have preassigned components. For this purpose Bartlett 
[1], and Williams [4], propose the following criteria. They factorize Wilk's A 
criterion, 

A = \WJI\BX+WX 

A = AAA,, 
as 

(1.1) 

where 

(1.2) 
(A^irwJWiBv+wjr', 
A8 = IB^W.-B^'iFB^T'T'BJI^+WJ A1; 

VA3 = A/AiAsj. 

The above authors also give an alternative factorization of A as 

(1.3) A = A.AA 
where 

fA4 = [Wv+BjxrBjT'rBMBs+wj, 
(A5 = A/M, 
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(1.4) 
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Radcliffe [3] expressed A l5 A2, A3, A4, and A5 as functions of the elements of a 
triangular matrix Tand then obtained their distributions. Radcliflfe's method is very 
complicated and lengthy. Here we give a shorter and neater proof, which avoids 
all the transformations used by Radcliffe. 

2. Representation of A2, A3, A4, A5. We make a linear transformation 

(2.1) z = Lx, 

where L isp xp non-singular matrix such that LLL'=IV. Under this transformation 
our discriminant functions are r*z , where T* = YLr1. The "between" and 
"within" groups matrices for z are 

B = LBXL, W = LWX. (2.2) 

Now we express r * as 

(2.3) r* = P[0:O]g, 

where P is a txt orthogonal matrix, Q is a,pxp orthogonal matrix, and Ô2 is the 
txt diagonal matrix of the non-zero roots of r * r * ' or r * T * . We further note 
that the densities of C=QBQ', D = QWQ' are identical to the densities of B, W 
respectively. Under the transformation (2.1) we have 

(2.4) 

where 

(2.5) 

A , = 
\r*wr*'\ Iflil 

|r*(u+wor*'| |Ci+£>il 

c = 
t 

c2 

p-t 

D = 
Dx D2-

p-t 
D'z p-f 

However, note that \D1\I\C1+D1\ has the same distribution as that of \W-i\j 
\B1+W1\, where B and W are partitioned correspondingly to C and D. Thus 
there is no loss of generality in assuming Y* = (I, 0), where / is a txt identity 
matrix. 

We define 

(2 6) \B* = B a - * 2 * T X ^3* = Wa- W2W?W2> 

Using (2.2), r * = (7, 0), and (2.6) we immediately obtain 

(2.7) A2 = \Bi+W*\l\B* + W*+S\, 

(2.8) A3 = \W*\l\Bt + W*\, 

(2.9) A4 = \W*+S\I\B*+W*+S\, 

and 

(2.10) A5 = \W*\l\Wt+S\. 
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3. Distributions of A2, A3, A4, A5. If the given hypothesis of goodness of fit is 
true, B has a non-central Wishart distribution of rank t, with q d.f. and W has an 
independent (central) Wishart distribution with (n—q) d.f. The density of B and 
Wis 

(3.1) g(B, W) = K \B\^-"-1)/2\W|(w-J,-*-1,/2exp{-| ttiB+W)}^), 

where ^(Bj) is the contribution to the density of B due to non-centrality of B. 
Here and elsewhere K (as a general symbol) denotes the normalizing constants of 
the densities. From (3.1), the joint density of Bu B2, B*, Wx, W2, W* is seen to be 

g(Bu B2, B*, Wu W2, W%) 

= K exp{-i tx(Bl+ W1+B*+ WÎ+B^BÏ+WJ^WQ} 
(3.2) X IBJI"-»-»/2 I^|l/2(»-«-!»-l) |B*|l/2(a-3»-l) | w*\l/H»-*-p-l)^Bi) 

Now in (3.1) we set W2=G2—B2, G2 isp—txt, and then we have 

g(B1; B2, B*, Wb G2, W3*) 

= K exp{-J tx[B2{B^+W^)B'2 

+G2Wl1G2\-G2W?B'2-B2W?G'2+B1+W1+B*+W*]} 

(3 .3) X \Bl\
llm-*-1) \B*\1/2(Q-V-1) | jf1|i/2<«-«-3'-i) | ^* | i /2 (» -» - i^ i ) $(Bi) 

By using the fact that &+ W1)~
1= W?- Wt1(Bï1+ Wfy-W?, we have 

g(Bx, B2, B*, Wlf G2, W*) 

= K exp{- | tr^+W.+Bi+W* 

+(B2-G2WZ\Bl1+ WJ1)-1)^^ Wr1XB2-GW?(B?+ W^T1)']} 

x e x p { - | tr G^+W^G,} \B1\
1/n'-9-l) IB*!1/2"-*-» 

(3.4) X | w1\
m(n-q-ll-1) | wt\XIHn-''-v-x) <KBi). 

Further setting 

(3.5) B2 = T2(B?+ Wf)-1/2+G2 WT W + WT1)-1, 

we find the joint density of Blt T2, B*, Wu G2, W* is 

g(B1; Ta, Bt, Wu G2, W$) 

= K exp{ - | tr(B1+Pf1+B3*+W*+T2Ta}exp{-i tr G ^ - W ^ } 

x l B |1/2(<Z-;P-1) |J5*|i/2(ff-3)-i) ij^|i/2(w-a-2>-l) |pp*ii/2(w-ff-p-l) 

(3.6) x|Br1+W7ir*,/!Wi)-
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By integrating over G2, we find the joint density of Bl9 T2, i?3, Wx and W* to be 

g(Bl9 T2, B*, Wl9 Wf) 

= K exp{—| trCBj-? x)-\ tr(B*+W*+T2T2)} {B^**-*-1* \B*\1/2^-1] 

X |^ | (n-a-D-D/2 ^ ( n - a - p - l ) ^ ^ y j ^ ^ fl^*-*)/* |JJ-1+J|^l|(*-*>/2 

= K exp{- | tr(B!+Wy-i tr(B?+JF*+raTJ)} I B ^ * - * - " IB*!1'*"-*"» 

(3.7) x |^|(n-a-t-l)/2 i^Hc^n-a-p-D/s ^ ^ 

From (3.7) it can be easily seen that Bx and Wx are independent of B*, W*9 

and T'a. We notice that S=T2T2, i.e., S has a central Wishart distribution with t 
d.f. If t<(p—t), then the density of S is pseudo Wishart with t d.f. Now we recall 
the following important result connected with Wishart matrices. If an rxr matrix 
A has a central Wishart distribution with/d.f. and if ux, oc=l, 2 , . . . , t are inde
pendent r component normal column vectors with E(ua)=0, E(uau'a)=X, where 2 
is also the covariance matrix of the density of A. Then 

(3.8) A = \A\ 
t 

A+J,uau' 

is independently distributed of {A+^a==1 uji^). The density of A is denoted by 
[Bartlett], 1 A(f+t, r, t). Further, by writing 

(39) A = AAA = m . '*?+"?' !HSL 
1 2 3 \BX+WX\ \B*+Wi+TJT1\ \B*+W*\ 

and using (3.7) we note that Ax is independent of A2 and A3. Again A3, by quoted 
property of Wishart matrices, is independent of B* + W* and T2, i.e. of A2. It 
follows that A1? A2, A3 are mutually independent. 

Similarly, by writing 

, Â A \WX\ \W*+T2T'2\ \W*\ 
(3.10) A = AAA5 = • ' 3I ,, 

|Bi+wil Bf+»Fj+raTii |wj+rarjl 
and using (3.7) we note Ax is independent of A4 and A5. However A5 is inde
pendent of B* and Wt + T2T29 by the quoted property of Wishart matrices, and 
hence A5 is independent of A4. Thus A1? A4, A5 are mutually independent. 

From (3.7) it is easily observed that the densities of A2, A3, A4, A5 are respec
tively those of A(n—t, p—t, t), A(n—2t, p—t, q—t), A(n—t, p—t, q—t), 
A(n-q,p-t,t). 
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